TEACHING TOOLS

- Rehearsal Resource Center
- Select Lab Workstations
- Essential Lab Workstation
- Class Piano Workstation
- Media Storage Cabinets
- Mobile Media Storage Cabinets
- Wardrobe Cabinet
- Markerboards and Tackboards
- lessonWORKS® Markerboard
REHEARSAL RESOURCE CENTER

Our mobile resource center with plenty of storage and a large work surface for teacher classroom use.

REHEARSAL RESOURCE CENTER

This smart workstation greatly minimizes down time before, during and after class by putting all your controls, electronics, and lesson materials right at your fingertips. Left and right-curved units can either be used individually or connected to create a larger workspace.

- **Ergonomically Designed** – 39 ½" (100 cm) desktop height.
- **Smart Storage** – Plenty of storage space including lockable space.
- **Mobility** – Swivel casters make rolling units across the room or down the hall easy.

FEATURES:
- Choice of drawers or rack-mount spacing and shelves for stereo system
- Upper storage shelf included
- Five 4" (10 cm) swivel casters for easy portability
- Two lockable rear service doors for access to wiring, with top panel wire grommets
- Rolls through standard 3" (0.9 m) doorway
- Side panels in choice of colors below. Top, bottom and internal panels in graphite
- Optional accessories include security doors; leg extensions; pass-through folio insert for distribution of music/assignments; speaker shelves; power strip with master switch

ORDERING INFORMATION

121C001  Left Curved Unit with Stereo Rack Option with Drawer Option
121C002  Right Curved Unit with Stereo Rack Option with Drawer Option
121C003  Twin Set
121B101  Optional Lower Security Door
121B102  Optional Upper Security Door
121B103  Optional Leg Extensions, set of five
121B105  Optional Folio Inserts, set of two
121B106  Optional Speaker Shelves, set of two

COLORS

- Wenger Maple
- Pebble Oyster
- Evening Tigris
- Fusion Maple
- Solar Oak
- Graphite (panels only)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

- Please call for additional literature or view on our website.

COMPANION PRODUCTS:

- Conductor’s Podium
- Nota® Conductor’s Chair

Configure in a straight line or in an L-shape. It’s designed to be easy to use, either standing on the floor or using a single-step podium.
SELECT LAB WORKSTATION

Our new Select Lab Workstations have been ergonomically designed to be more comfortable by positioning music and computer equipment in an environment where everything is within easy reach. Wenger workstations give you plenty of workspace and also help hide all your wires and cabling.

Configure as Needed – Choose the model width, number of rackmounts, and whether or not your workstation has adjustable height, wheels, and a bottom shelf, etc.

Spacious – There’s plenty of room for a computer and all the other lab tech you want. An electronic piano keyboard fits on the slide-out tray.

Technologically Savvy – Forward-thinking design features a hidden cable management compartment.

Ease of Ordering – Online configuration tools and phone consultation.

FEATURES:
• Two widths available - 62” or 50” wide x 30” deep (157 cm or 127 cm x 76 cm)
• Fixed or adjustable height. Option to add 4” (10 cm) diameter rolling casters
• Includes headphone hook with feature that allows the addition of a padlock
• Flip-up compartment allows access to a wire way channel for organizing cords and power strips
• Available in eight colors shown at right
• Bottom shelf is optional in fixed-height model only

EXAMPLE 1:
50” (127 cm) model shown in cherry finish with adjustable legs, two rackmounts and no casters.

EXAMPLE 2:
62” (157 cm) model shown in graphite finish with casters and bottom shelf.

FEATURES/OPTIONS:
- Cable Management
- Keyboard Tray
- Adjustable Height and Wheels
- Master Power Switch
- Rackmount

ORDERING INFORMATION
Please call your Wenger representative for a consultation or go online to configure your workstation today:
www.wengercorp.com/workstations

COLORS
- Wenger Maple
- Pebble
- Oyster
- Cherry
- Evening Tigris
- Fusion Maple
- Solar Oak
- Graphite

Color samples provided upon request.
ESSENTIAL LAB WORKSTATION

A modern classroom workstation design for compact space and collaboration.

ESSENTIAL LAB WORKSTATION

When space is limited or class sizes are large, you need special, tight-fitting solutions. Essential Lab Workstation is the perfect fit. It is beautifully built and built to last, with all the great workstation thinking and durability that differentiate Wenger.

✓ Modern Technical Design – One look says, sleek and smart. It has efficient space for PC’s, iMacs, iPads, and keyboards.

✓ Enhanced Collaboration – Now, sharing inspiration is easier than ever. The C-shaped frame opens leg room under adjoining stations for a tighter, more engaged setup.

✓ Robust Construction – Engineered to hold up to 175 lb (78 kg) of equipment. The ¾” (19 mm) wood desk is steel reinforced. Welded 16-gauge tubular steel frame helps this design withstand years of student use.

✓ Space Efficient – The compact size and frame create a smaller footprint and require less aisle space. The pull-out shelf helps optimize equipment.

FEATURES:
• All metal parts finished with black textured powder-coat paint
• Pull-out computer keyboard shelf mounted on precision drawer glides
• Lockable headphone holder, mountable on either side
• Dedicated space for optional power strip and cord-management clip system
• Available in eight colors shown at right
• Ten-year warranty

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

• Please call for additional literature or view on our website.

COMPANION PRODUCTS:

Fixed Media Storage  Nota® Chairs

ORDERING INFORMATION

256A001 Essential Lab Workstation
32” or 42” (81 or 107 cm)
Custom sizes available as well.

COLORS

Wenger Maple  Pebble  Oyster  Cherry
Evening Tigris  Fusion Maple  Solar Oak  Graphite

Color samples provided upon request.
CLASS PIANO WORKSTATION

A spacious workstation top for classroom digital, upright pianos.

CLASS PIANO WORKSTATION

Top off a 76- or 88-key digital upright piano with this solid platform for your computer, speakers, sheet music, etc. Ruggedly built with great stability, it gives you the flexibility to position components for the best possible sightlines.

- **Secure** – It’s stable and safe for your instrument. Removable, no-residue suction cups securely fasten the workstation to the top of your digital pianos.
- **Ergonomic** — All elements are right where you want them, within comfortable reach. The pull-out keyboard shelf lets you work on both keyboards simultaneously, and the spacious desktop provides lots of room for monitors, speakers, and other accessories.
- **Aesthetic** — Seven attractive finishes to choose from. The back cover can secure and conceal cords and power strip.

FEATURES:

- Size/Dimensions: 60”w x 18”d x 5”h (152 cm x 46 cm x 13 cm)
- Durable ¾” (19 mm) reinforced plywood platform
- Fits most 76-key and 88-key flat-top, upright digital pianos
- Attaches securely to pianos with eight rubber suction cups
- Spacious 16”w x 18”d (41 cm x 46 cm) desk areas on each side accommodate large monitors and CPU's
- Pull-out computer keyboard shelf slides out of the way when not in use
- Clear acrylic music holder 20”w x 11 ½”h (51 cm x 29 cm)
- Mouse pad
- Back cover panel conceals cords and protects wiring
- Two wire-access holes lined with plastic sleeves
- U.L.®-listed 6-outlet power strip
- Durable polyester laminate desk finish in Wenger standard colors shown below

ORDERING INFORMATION

225C024 Class Piano Workstation

Note: Not recommended for pianos with sloping tops.

COLORS

Wenger Maple  
Evening Tigris  
Fusion Maple  
Solar Oak  
Oyster  
Cherry

Color samples provided upon request.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Please call for additional literature or view on our website.

COMPANION PRODUCTS:

- Nota® Chairs
- Select Lab Workstation
- Markerboards
- Mobile Media Storage

The extra wide platform can hold larger monitors and CPU's and still have plenty of room for students to work. Featuring durable polyester laminate available in seven color combinations, the workstation is an attractive accent to any piano. Plus, wiring is concealed and protected by a back panel cover that includes a 6-outlet power strip.
MEDIA STORAGE CABINETS
Customizable storage cabinets designed especially for media and audio visual equipment.

FIXED MEDIA STORAGE CABINETS
When you consider just how valuable all your facility’s media equipment is, it makes sense to store and secure it in a way that protects your investment. Wenger’s fixed cabinets transform a chaotic storage area into one you can be proud of.

- **Flexibility** – Mix and match interior components including: slide-out shelves, drawers, rackmount sections, power strips, organization grid, accessories and more.

- **Security** – Cabinets come with full-length wood doors and locks.

- **Durability** – Cabinets are designed and built with the features that have made Wenger cabinets some of the most durable on the market.

- **Made Specially for Media Use** – Properly organize and protect your important equipment in a way that file cabinets and bookshelves can’t.

- **Ease of Ordering** – Online tools and phone consultation available.

**FEATURES:**
- Sturdy wood design, steel pilasters for mounting shelves, and locking doors for security
- Two sizes: One or two column
- Three configurations:
  - Standard - Suited for drawers and shelves
  - Organizer - Wire grids let you add hooks and baskets
  - Rackmount - Built to hold rackmount units
- Finished in thermally fused polyester laminate. Colors shown at right
- See our website for a full list of options and accessories. **Configure yours online**
- Ten-year warranty

**ORDERING INFORMATION**
Please call your Wenger representative for a consultation or go online to configure your cabinet today:
www.wengercorp.com/storage/cabinet-configurator.php

**COLORS**

**COMPANION PRODUCTS:**

- **ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:**
  - Brochure
  - Case Study
  - Website

- **COLORS:**
  - Wenger Maple
  - Pebble Oyster
  - Oyster
  - Cherry
  - Fusion Maple
  - Solar Oak
  - Graphite

- **Color samples provided upon request.**

"Before Wenger, we just winged it. Our media storage room was a mix of old library shelves, cabinets that other departments didn’t want anymore. We had a multitude of users for various events and it was tough to keep it all organized. Wenger stepped in and put us back on the right path."

– Dann Hurlbert, AV Specialist and Film Studies Instructor, Henry Sibley High School, Mendota Heights, Minnesota

Scan with your smartphone to view video
MOBILE MEDIA STORAGE CABINETS

As the level of technology in today’s educational environments skyrockets, the need for connecting students increases as well. Wenger’s Mobile Media Storage Carts are rollable, lockable, portable media hubs that will get the technology where it needs to be. They have a durable worksurface on top, plenty of room for electronics inside and are easy to maneuver.

✓ **Flexibility** – Mix and match interior components including: slide-out shelves, drawers, rackmount sections, power strips, accessories and more.

✓ **Security** – Cabinets come with full-length wood doors and locks.

✓ **Durability** – Designed and built with the features that have made Wenger cabinets and carts some of the most durable on the market.

✓ **Made Specially for Media Use** – Unlike traditional technology carts, these have the tools, features and security your equipment demands.

✓ **Ease of Ordering** – Online tools and phone consultation available.

**FEATURES:**
- Sturdy wood design, durable worksurface top, rolling casters, and locking doors
- Two sizes: One or two column
- Two configurations:
  - Standard - Suited for drawers and shelves
  - Rackmount - Built to hold rackmount units
- Finished in thermally fused polyester laminate. Colors shown at right
- See our website for a full list of options and accessories. Configure yours online
- Ten-year warranty

**ORDERING INFORMATION**

Please call your Wenger representative for a consultation or go online to configure your cabinet today:

www.wengercorp.com/storage/cabinet-configurator.php

**COLORS**

Color samples provided upon request.
Mobile Cabinet worksurface available in Shark Grey only.
WARDROBE CABINET

Keep all of your personal files, records, instruments, and wardrobe in one secure place.

WARDROBE CABINET
With all you give to the program, it’s time you get something just for you. There’s room for your performance attire, any uniforms, personal instruments, and even a special space for your personal files and records.

✓ Organization – Shelves, garment bar, file drawers and more make this a personal space with room to stay organized and clutter-free.
✓ Security – A locking door lets you keep your personal items secure.

FEATURES:
• Individual secure storage
• Three adjustable shelves for added flexibility
• Two Pendaflex file-sized drawers for storing personal files
• Garment compartment with hanger rod and venting holes to help dissipate moisture, mildew, and odors
• Full, locking door with individual key
• Mirror mounted on inside of door
• Bolt-through construction and tamper-resistant hardware
• Shipped fully assembled, with door attached
• 30 1/8"w x 29 1/4"d x 84"h (76 cm x 74 cm x 213 cm)
• Available in all Wenger finishes shown at right

ORDERING INFORMATION
14SV006 Wardrobe Cabinet

COLORS
Wenger Maple
Pebble Oyster
Evening Tigris
Fusion Maple
Solar Oak
Cherry
Color samples provided upon request.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Brochure  Tech Sheet  Website

COMPANION PRODUCTS:
Flex® Conductor’s System  teacherTAXI® Cart
MARKERBOARDS AND TACKBOARDS
Our quality assortment of visual communication products.

PORCELAIN STEEL MARKERBOARD
Porcelain steel surface reduces light distortion, produces exceptional color contrast, and eliminates marker ghosting to enhance visibility and optimize eye comfort.

FEATURES:
- Superior environmental porcelain steel markerboard
- Surface contains no VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds)
- 99% recyclable
- Includes L-clips, rawl plugs, and screws for installation
- 50-year warranty

ORDERING INFORMATION
174A100.01 33½” x 48” (86 cm x 122 cm) PS Markerboard
174A100.02 4’ x 6’ (122 cm x 183 cm) PS Markerboard
174A100.03 4’ x 8’ (122 cm x 244 cm) PS Markerboard
174A100.04 4’ x 10’ (122 cm x 305 cm) PS Markerboard
174A100.05 4’ x 12’ (122 cm x 366 cm) PS Markerboard
174A100.06 4’ x 16’ (122 cm x 488 cm) PS Markerboard

RUBBER TACKBOARD
Made from 100% recycled rubber and provides a stain-resistant, non-fading, easy-to-maintain surface. Resists moisture, mold, mildew, bacteria and chemicals.

FEATURES:
- Excellent sound and shock absorbency
- Surface does not show pinholes
- 20-year warranty

ORDERING INFORMATION
174A202 33½” x 48” (86 cm x 122 cm) Rubber Tackboard
174A203 4’ x 4’ (122 cm x 122 cm) Rubber Tackboard
174A204 4’ x 6’ (122 cm x 183 cm) Rubber Tackboard
174A205 4’ x 8’ (122 cm x 244 cm) Rubber Tackboard
174A206 4’ x 10’ (122 cm x 305 cm) Rubber Tackboard
174A207 4’ x 12’ (122 cm x 366 cm) Rubber Tackboard

PLATINUM REVERSIBLE BOARD
Provides twice the functional surface of any traditional wall-mounted board. Rotates 360°.

FEATURES:
- Porcelain steel is magnetic for even more versatility
- Environmentally friendly – No VOC’s
- Steel is made from 30% post-consumer and post-industrial waste
- 50-year warranty on porcelain steel surface, 10 years on natural cork surface, and 1 year on frame

ORDERING INFORMATION
Porcelain Both Sides
174A300.50 40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm)
174A300.60 4’ x 6’ (122 cm x 183 cm)
Porcelain/Natural Cork
174A300.51 40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm)
174A300.61 4’ x 6’ (122 cm x 183 cm)
Porcelain/Porcelain with music staves
174A300.52 40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm)
174A300.62 4’ x 6’ (122 cm x 183 cm)

MUSIC NOTATION BOARD
Features five sets of permanent staves to demonstrate musical notation.

FEATURES:
- Surface contains no VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds)
- 99% recyclable
- Comes with aluminum accessory tray
- 50-year warranty

ORDERING INFORMATION
174A101.22 4’ x 6’ (122 cm x 183 cm) Graphic Board
174A101.23 4’ x 8’ (122 cm x 244 cm) Graphic Board
174A101.24 4’ x 10’ (122 cm x 305 cm) Graphic Board

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Brochure  Tech Sheet  Website
Please call for additional literature or view on our website.

COMPANION PRODUCTS:
LessonWORKS® Markerboard  Rehearsal Resource Center
Enviromentally responsible
lessonWORKS® MARKERBOARD

This multifaceted, magnetic white board system lets you change lessons quickly and prepare and present bigger, bolder, more engaging lessons. You can have an entire day’s lessons planned, prepared, and ready to go. Any teacher will tell you that less down-time and transition time means fewer distractions and better attention from your students.

FEATURES:
• Easily converts between high and low positions to accommodate all age groups
• Porcelain-clad whiteboard features permanent music staves and is magnetized to hold optional lessonWORKS musical symbols
• Large pocket in base stores optional Lesson Cards and posters
• HandiHolder system keeps Lesson Cards and other poster and paper teaching tools in perfect position
• Smooth-rolling design is easy to use
• Optional accessories available: Lesson Cards, 126-piece notation set, and magnetized palette

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Brochure  Tech Sheet  Website

COMPANION PRODUCTS:
Small Instrument Cabinet  footNOTES®  flipFORMS®

ORDERING INFORMATION
172C001  lessonWORKS with lines
172C063  Lesson Cards 4-pack
172A087  Magnetic Notation Set
172A096  Magnetized Notation Palette